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Rate your TA's concern with student progress 
and understanding.

Rate your TA's management of class discussion 
during the platform lecture.

Rate your TA's ability to communicate and 
explain concepts clearly and effectively.

Rate your TA's overall performance.

Very good TA, would make an outstanding professor without a doubt. Really enjoyed the teaching style, pace and 
enthusiasm.

Joe was outstanding.

I think Joe is a great TA to have.

Great Performance! Always available, ready to help! THE teacher of the future

I think Joe did a great job as a TA!

Definitely the best TA of the year so far at Fuqua. Joe delivered a couple of the lectures during the course and did a 
phenomenal job of getting the topic across and engaging the class as much as possible. I was SO impressed by his 
delivery, enthusiasm, and support all throughout the course.

I thought Joe was very helpful during the review sessions. He did a great job at breaking down the concepts and 
showing each steps of the problems.

JOE ROCKS!

Joe was great at explaining concepts in a creative and an interactive way. His session on MSPs were indeed exciting 
and made learning economics more fun than what i anticipated. He also stuck around to clarify any questions after 
class. Overall, he was outstanding.

Was great to learn from you, Joe. One slight thing that I might like to be done differently is the topic on MSPs. I wish 
the course was structured differently in this respect. And again, you are extremely helping and patient. Good luck for 
the future!!

You did a great job. I believe you can be more interactive next time. Btw, some attention getters during class are 
helpful too. The market games were interesting, may need to be a little more organization.

Rate your TA's enthusiasm and interest in the 
subject matter.

MEAN 
SCORE

Innovative, knowledgable, passionate about helping students.

Joe Mazur

SUMMARY OF STUDENT EVALUATIONS

Rate your TA's organization and preparedness 
for review sessions and the platform lecture.
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Really appreciated how accessible Joe made himself for questions and extra help.

While I enjoyed the OPEC and Lemon's Market games, the purpose of the Tracebook / Jitter game was not entirely 
clear (I guess I know what it was supposed to demonstrate, but from the way the game was conducted its message got 
a bit lost).

I really liked the review sessions, they really helped me out in the make-up midterm and made me think how much 
better I could have performed in the midterm had I attended the review sessions before the midterm. I also really like 
the games we played in class. However, I felt that if we could have reserved even 15 minutes at the end of the class to 
explain some take aways regarding the game, it would have completely tied the topics discussed in class to the game.

Thank you so much for the past term, joe! You really helped me understand the class clearer. I like the way that you 
asked us why we thought that our idea was correct (even though it was wrong!) and explained the right way of 
thinking later.

Soooo good

He got a little frustrated sometimes and at times appeared dismissive of questions. I understand that the material seems 
easy but for others in the class I can understand how the tone at times could discourage further questions even if they 
were struggling with the material.

He is super nice and patient. Thanks so much for his review section. He used diffrent ways to explain the questions to 
make sure we understand the question. He is enthusiastic about economics, I am really impressed with his passiona and 
his perfect personality.

Joe is really helpful and has great sense of humor!

The games were fun!

Your review sessions were very helpful and I really enjoyed the platform lecture!

Joe did a great job of complementing Dr. Lewis

Joe was great at providing a number of different relevant examples to explain topics -- extremely helpful

Joe was a great TA. He did a wonderful job explaining the material on the mid-term during the post-exam review and 
his platform lecture was very engaging.

In the platform lecture, you muttered to yourself a lot. You should have projected your voice more. Also, good job 
keeping the discussion from getting out of hand.

Excellent teacher

Joe was one of the most enthusiastic TAs I have ever had. I didn't pass the first proficiency exam and I went to a 
review session with Joe. I thought I would sit back and be a passive member of the session but Joe called us each up to 
the front so that we could demonstrate our knowledge of the concepts we originally got wrong. I learned so much from 
that session, that I would not have gotten otherwise just because Joe made us responsible for what we got out of the 
review. I have no complaints!
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